
 
 

 

 

VViissiioonn  ––  BBaassiicc  TToooollss    
((PPaarrttss    11  &&  22))  

 

 

AAnn  iinnttrroodduuccttiioonn  ttoo  aa  ffuulllleerr  uunnddeerrssttaannddiinngg    
ooff  vviissiioonnaarryy  rreecceeppttiioonn..    

It is my intention in these articles to push beyond the normal 
elementary levels of understanding promoted in church circles. I 
fully agree with the writer of Hebrews, we need to push beyond 
the sustenance milk only, and find a deeper level that allows us 
to be more useful to God, to those around us, and the church. 
Even if we find we are not allowed practice what we learn in 
church (and this would not surprise me), we will still become 
more confident in the gifts and ministries allotted to us. We will 
also come to appreciate that real spiritual ministry should never 
be limited to the confines of the church. Indeed, the truth is that 
most spiritual ministry belongs outside the church.  
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VVIISSIIOONN  --  BBaassiicc  TToooollss  ((PPaarrtt  11))  
 

Practical Introduction and Teaching 
Practical Teaching Notes 

1. When writing I try to 'include the obvious' since there is no way of knowing what items will 
be obvious to you. 

2. If you have not received a vision yet, the following information will be of little value. In fact 
teaching without practice may be counter productive and create false or confusing 
expectations. 

3. These articles are designed to clarify what you receive, not to replace it in any way - 'on 
God we rely.' 

 
So you had a vision - congratulations! 

You just joined the elite company of many millions 
Some of them are even Christian 

You see every nation on earth has people, normally ordinary everyday people that receive visions 
visitations, meaningful dreams and other prophetic input, but only a few of these are viewed and 
recognized as advisors and prophets. 

Often ignored or misunderstood by the anti visionary lobby is the fact that a visionary gift may be 
either inherited, slowly developed, or even be one off gifts, but whatever way it happens, if it 
develops or is dedicated to God's service it has to be enhanced and purified. Like Isaiah we must 
be cleansed. Once you realize you have it, it's hard to ignore. It may arrive well formed, but 
usually it comes in a rough undeveloped form like any other gift and requires many years of 
patient development. The problem is that most people understand very little about their gift and 
so it's not surprising that many inaccuracies and bad habits are allowed, or even encouraged to 
develop. Some of the standard attitudes visionary's have toward their gift are: 

1. Most don't understand it because it often seems irrational, doesn't make enough sense 
and is hard to control (assuming you think you should control it). 

2. Others just don't know what to do with it. It’s like a prime-evil intrusion on an ordered 
mind. 

3. Most are fascinated but question their sanity and sometimes wish it would go away 
(sometimes it does if you ignore it for long enough). 

4. Then again, there are always plenty of renegades that over many years follow through on 
how to receive these strange messages, and extract the meaning from the message. 
Others go even further and learn to combine message with action. 

  

Medium 
There was a TV show called Medium. The advertising had a person waking up from a disturbing 
dream saying: 

* 'I can see the truth!' *  

My reply to this is - yes, perhaps that is true. Experience tells me that the truth is often disturbing, 
because it usually highlights real life human trauma, and that in turn can be very graphic.  
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BUT - the even bigger questions that follow are: 

1. Which selected bits of the truth do you see? 
2. What is this ‘truth’ given for? 
3. How can you interpret the bits correctly? 
4. Who/what situation is it for? 
5. And many other questions follow on from these. 

I don't mean to deliberately complicate the issue, but I have heard far too many bad 
interpretations and explanations. Sometimes this ‘truth’ appears to end up meaning something 
completely different or even the opposite! Sometimes the truth even ends up being a political 
party broadcast. However, if you start by assuming there is a much broader context than you are 
seeing, and that you may not be the only one playing a part in the story, it makes you more 
careful about the interpretation. 

  

A Vision is a Highlight 
It's meant to be a sign post that 'makes the way clear,' not just add more mud!! 

This long and slightly sarcastic beginning stems from my belief that a vision should be viewed as 
a precious gift given for us to unwrap carefully. If we rip the paper off and say “thanks for the 
‘______’ but I don’t know what to do with it”, treat it lightly, or apply your standard interpretation 
when it was actually something quite different and it was your responsibility to learn what to do 
with it, it is not going to impress the giver of the gift. This approach certainly doesn’t impress God. 
What I’m trying to say is that the response of both those that receive and those that don't is often 
very destructive and depreciating toward the gift of a vision and how God wants to use it in the 
world. 

  

A Statistical Framework 
To help provide some perspective on the subject of vision, and help highlight the issues, I have 
applied some percentages to subheadings that will hopefully speak for themselves. They come 
entirely from my gifts as a perceiver and observer, but I feel they are an all too painful reflection of 
reality. 

 85% can see nothing  
(Except their own illusions – and we all have plenty of those)  

Of course many people think that since they can see or sense nothing, the others are just making 
it up or being influenced by the media and their friends. In fact I actually agree with this 
statement, it seems to be a largely accurate description of how many people receive what they 
consider prophesy and even vision. 

Some of this 85% can pick up what others feel if close by, but without the proximity of a gifted 
person they sense nothing that can be identified apart from general feelings (i.e. joy or pain). 
Some of these sensed thoughts are given as prophesy in church, but that does not guarantee 
they are in any way accurate. This is a confusing area for some people. Sensitive/receiver types, 
intercessors and some others may pick up many things in the spirit when in a meeting. It could 
mean that one or more real prophetic types are in the meeting (even if others don’t know it). It 
could mean that there is a local prophet in action and others are also picking things up, or that 
there are a sufficient number of perceivers present that are really enjoying their worship and they 
can sense a few feel good messages.  

The Spirit may be available to all (Acts 2), but it is obvious that not all are prophets or visionaries. 
Normally if the genuinely prophetic types are not in the meeting, apart from an occasional feel 
good picture or message, very little is received, because they are the ones that God normally 
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usually uses as a conduit of the prophetic (especially if they lead the worship), even if they say 
nothing themselves. This may be a new concept to many but it has excellent scriptural support. 
An example of this was Samuel's school of prophesy, even King Saul could prophesy if he was in 
the presence of Samuel (1Sa 19:24) and other gifted people. This even prompted some to think 
that Saul may have been a prophet. You may never have considered it, but this conduit effect is 
one of the reasons why there were groups of prophets in the Old Testament. Another example of 
the presence of God residing with a prophet is that Elisha's bones were enough to raise someone 
from the dead (2Ki. 13:21). As Jesus said, our God is a God of the living, not the dead (Mt 22:32). 

 10% can see/sense a little 
Perhaps as many as one in ten people can see/sense a little, but unfortunately they are easily 
influenced and misdirected by their own thoughts and the thoughts of others, including church 
elders and pastors. (Most church prophesies fit in this section). Having said this, it will be possible 
for some of these people to develop their gift over a number of years. Whatever our levels of 
natural talent, twenty years of patient study, mentoring (and actual practice) is bound to make an 
enormous amount of difference. There are limits to this though, just like learning the drums, if you 
don’t have any natural rhythm, you won’t get very far. 

 4% can see occasionally 
Experience has revealed that these people are often quiet, sensitive (labeled as “perceivers” in 
some books). They can be uncertain or perhaps unsure how to cope with their gift and may 
initially be reluctant when it comes to public talking. If others give a different version of what they 
received, they usually just keep quiet and perhaps make a few comments much later over coffee. 
Of course anyone can learn and practice the techniques of public speaking, but not everyone can 
be part of this 4%. 

 1% see regularly (or irregularly) 
Like the above these people receive/sense or see things from a variety of sources. If they are 
perceptive enough to sort out where all these influences come from, and how they can regulate 
them, they can make a valuable contribution. It’s fair to say that all of this group could have great 
spiritual influence. Unfortunately, the cares distractions and painful realities of the world take their 
toll. 

 0.1% operate for God 
0.1% of the previous 1% operates for God. Yes you probably thought I was just talking church for 
all of the above (didn't you?), but these descriptions could refer to all people groups and 
community beliefs. 

  

 

These figures are bad enough, but there is more! 
It seems to me that 90% of those that can see are: 

 Out of control  or unstable 
I don’t mean mad as a hatter at a tea party, I mean: 

a) They don't all believe in God, and some use just use the gift for themselves. 

b) They suffer from emotional or psychologically scarring that either distorts what they 
see, and this scarring makes it difficult to commit to any long term development of 
their gift, or it affects the interpretation of it, which makes it is difficult if not 
impossible to be accurate. 

c) They don’t have enough discernment, or their discernment is also unstable and often 
misses the mark. Once again, accuracy is severely affected. 
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d) They won't submit all their visionary thoughts, thought processes and outcomes to 
God. In this case God will still use them occasionally but the rest of their gift will be 
used for fantasy, self promotion, monetary gain or idealism. 

e) They may be leaders themselves, but be unaware that subconsciously they often 
use the gift to exercise control, and gain influence over others. This is a form of holy 
self promotion, and because the motives are compromised, God will limit the type of 
information they receive (for example to a local congregation level) or limit the 
amount of spiritual authority (Please note – when I say spiritual authority, I don’t 
mean popularity or influence, these rely on more earthly factors). 

 Use the gift for monetary gain 
Money makes the economy's of the world go round and also gets our minds into some serious 
conflicts of interest that cloud our judgment. It doesn't take much of a distraction to lose or 
compromise the point being discussed. Also God is not impressed. 

 Manipulated by Satanic influence 
Some, through poor decision making allow their gift to be manipulated for the wrong purpose, and 
without intending to, end up serving the wrong cause. 

 Manipulated by Christian leaders 
a) Leaders are often threatened by the perceived unpredictable nature of visionary's, 

and try to exercise some control. 

b) Leaders find it difficult to accept that genuine prophetic types are meant to be 
independent from them, and dependant on God! Being independent doesn’t mean 
we can’t work together, but it does mean we are directly responsible to God for the 
visionary stuff we receive, not the pastor. If we get it wrong, it is our ministry and 
relationship to God that suffers the most. 

 

Who’s Left? 
All is not lost! This leaves half or probably less, of the original 0.1% (that is, the 0.1% that work for 
God) to make a real uncompromised difference. This does not mean that the other 99% do 
nothing. It means that from God’s point of view, their sphere of influence, or at least their degree 
of real spiritual power has to be appropriately measured out. 

Out of those left standing, that is, this small .05% gifted group (half of 0.1%), God distributes the 
tasks as he wills. These tasks are wide ranging and require a no compromise response. They 
may be local, regional, or international. These tasks may require spiritual care of local areas or 
even nations. If you ever wondered why there seemed to be so few influential prophets 
mentioned in the Bible compared to numerous priests, or the whole tribe of Levites, and 
everybody else, perhaps this statistical explanation will help. 
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VVIISSIIOONN  --  BBaassiicc  TToooollss  ((PPaarrtt  22))  
 

 

A Revelation /Vision, Has or Needs: 
1. A Category (what ball park are we in?) 
2. Authorization (The Amen/Word) 
3. Interpretation 
4. Application 
5. A Context (history) 
6. A Current Situation 
7. Your Experience 

 

 

BASIC TOOLS OF UNDERSTANDING 
Before we attempt to get into a detailed analysis of what a vision is, how it is given, how to make 
sense of it and relate it to the real world we live in, or any of the other useful questions that are 
very easy to ask but exceedingly difficult to answer, it is a good idea to lay down some more 
basic ground rules. 

Visions don't usually arrive out of a vacuum; a vision is God's answer to something. It is important 
communication. It may be urgent or it may be preparation for the future. It may not be an answer 
we were expecting, in fact we may not have been expecting an answer at all, but when a vision 
arrives it comes pre-packed with it's own history, customs, human drama (often tragic), and it 
comes with a life of its own. Before we get caught up in the intense life of individual visions, 
whatever they are, it is useful to identify and understand the underlying dynamics of all visions. 

  

 

A Revelation / Vision, Has or Needs: 
1. A Category / Geography 
In other words, we need to know what ball park we are in, and what game we are playing, before 
we can even know what the rules might be and then play the right game. 

Church vision               or             Non-Church vision 

Public vision                or             Private vision 

Local, regional             or             International vision 

All these (and others as appropriate) are part of the regular mix of visions that God imparts on a 
regular or irregular basis.  An international prophet may expect to have busy seasons where 
visions arrive daily, off seasons when they don't, and rest periods when very little at all arrives. It 
is important to remember that national and international work is based on real life national events 
and probably has nothing at all to do with any local church. It’s important for prophets to 
remember this because church leaders usually forget it and become irritated that you are ‘not 
doing anything for the church’. 

In the Bible a vision is not just a catchy word for a few good ideas, an enthusiastic presentation, 
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and whatever else. The phrase "without a vision the people perish" (Pr 29:18, Eze 7:26) has been 
used far too often by local church leaders to push some program they want to promote, when it 
was really intended as a sad reflection on a nation that probably had too many people pushing 
catchy ideas and personal agendas, but lacked any credible national spiritual direction and 
spiritual ownership. The job of the prophet is to receive and promote a national/international 
direction/correction and acceptance of God. Normally this is not done publicly. Most of those 
doing this publicly have mixed agendas and are trying to achieve change through political 
process not prophetic means. I only say this to distinguish between the Biblical concept of a 
national prophet and a work of a leader that achieves change by means of lobbying and human 
charisma, because many have been labeled as “prophetic” when they are simply excellent 
lobbyists with a lot of common sense.  

Most God given visions a national prophet receives will affect a nation in some small or large way 
because generally speaking prophets are not interested in what people say. Prophets are only 
interested in what people do and what God does through them, they are your classic straight 
shooter that wants to see real action not wasted time and effort. Consequently they tend to act 
alone, don't like committees that have 8 people talking about what to do when 1 person with 
God's authority could achieve far more. 

 

2. Authorization (Word) 
We're not just talking about receiving a feel good picture and a few words of wisdom. A vision is 
often given for a prophet to learn from (information), or in order to intervene in a situation (indirect 
action), by passing on information to an appropriate person, dealing with it through prayer, or 
some other method as directed by the vision. Therefore since there may be many challenges 
involved in addressing the vision, there needs to be a genuine authorization from God, not just an 
understandable urge to do something and kick things along. 

 

3. Interpretation 
No matter how plain the vision is, it always needs an interpretation. If you rely on others to help 
interpret your visions, there will always be errors. Help is a useful thing if you are stuck, but we 
must all learn the tools of our trade, and in this case the tools are the motivation, invitation, 
situation, instruction, symbols and words used (see various other articles for more detail). 

Beware of Convenient & safe interpretations providing: 

a.) Minimal or no change 

Apart from the occasions when God is just passing information your way for your general interest, 
you would have to wonder what the point was. In other words, beware of people (normally 
leaders) providing their own interpretations of your vision that are convenient, and don’t really ask 
you to do anything. 

b.) Slaps on the back 

I am always wary of vision and prophesy that is interpreted as simply supporting the status quo. 
Once again you have to ask why was that vision needed? Certainly, many of these are either 
interpreted incorrectly or were just warm fuzzy feelings and not directly from God, and there is no 
need to attach God's name to these feelings and call them a vision. 

c.) More of the same 

As someone once said, more of the same is 'only good if you want more of the same results.' 
Let's face it, when it comes to church or state, more of the same rarely requires any intervention 
from God. The process of correction or change is the difficult stuff to achieve, unless you work 
with someone that constantly likes moving the furniture (and goal posts) for no reason at all. 
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The Basic Principle 
**After all, if there's no problem, why is there a vision? 
Visions are one of God's chosen methods of communication. They are always given for a 
purpose, and often that purpose is urgent.  

 

4. Application 
At last we get to the simple question, what did we receive it for? I mean, it could have been given 
to someone else, so since we received it, we should assume there is something within us capable 
of connecting with the vision, understanding enough of it, and responding to it. An important point 
to keep in mind is that normally we don't have to say or do everything, but we do have to do our 
part, whatever that is!  

Every vision needs an application. On a computer an application is the software program you are 
using (e.g. Excel or a Photo editor). Different applications require different skills. In other words, 
we have to use an appropriate operating procedure; we don't apply a sledge hammer if asked to 
apply diplomacy. We do not send information to people if asked to pray. 

This is all simple enough, but in practice we can get a little confused. Apart from making a 
mistake there are two standard errors: (1) To simply do the same as usual without thinking much 
about it. (2) If your vision gave no clue about an application, and did not appear to be urgent, that 
probably means there is no immediate need for action. 

No application + **No urgency = No immediate action  

(Just sit on it, and wait for more information, or the right occasion) 

**It may be that for you everything seems urgent and you can't tell the difference. This is not 
really a problem because everybody has their different perception skills and God is aware of 
them. It may mean that your timing for relaying information or dealing with things is sometimes 
out of whack. This will be annoying but it only becomes a problem if you let it get under your skin. 
We all have limitations and God is willing to work with them and allow for them as long as we are 
willing. 

 

5. A Context / History 
Every vision speaks into an existing situation or problem. It has its own pre-existing context, that 
is, is has its own geography, people culture, language and history. Fortunately it does not always 
require us to be fully conversant with these things, but to treat them as if they don't exist, don't 
matter, or as if they will be the same as ours, is a guaranteed mistake.  

Treat the context as 100% important, because your intervention may bring about serious changes 
to real lives. Sometimes it requires you to be a little 'in character' before you can appreciate the 
subtlety of the situation and find a way forward. Of course if this is required you have to be able to 
achieve it without distracting yourself or taking over the vision. 

 

6. A Current Situation 
Almost every vision has to apply to something current, some people, or some place; otherwise 
there is no point to the vision. It may be for personal instruction, public information, future 
warning, or almost any situation. The responsibility of following it through rests in the hands of the 
receiver. Sometimes it may appear that God expects us to do the impossible, but ultimately we 
are only expected to do our best. God does not expect us to physically or emotionally force 
people to do whatever is revealed. After all, a vision is a spiritual revelation, and most of the time 
it will require a spiritual answer/response. 
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7. Your Experience 
The Vision you receive can not be totally separated from your life experiences. The visions you 
receive are normally linked (at least in part) to your life experience. This is not surprising but is 
often overlooked. For instance, when a church chooses to take ownership of a vision, a great 
deal of reinterpretation can happen and this fact is often lost. 

·         Your Life Experience Influences 

                - The Vision symbols you see (Like them or not! 

                - Interpretation of those symbols 

In other words you should assume that your interpretation needs to be reasonably consistent with 
previous interpretations as far as the symbols and their meaning is concerned. It is complete 
rubbish for others to promote alternate or contrary ideas that suit their interests. This is often 
done but they may as well invent their own vision. 

  

Final Words 
A vision may be an exiting experience and it may even be a frustrating experience, but it should 
not be a heady experience, (a ‘wow dude that was really amazing’ drug induced trip). No, a vision 
is extremely down to earth in its own way. Also very few visions are given for personal edification. 
Visions may be exiting, but normally they have a tendency to remind you of your limitations and 
the things you should try and remember next time. They are normally given for the common good 
or at least someone else’s good, and they are meant to be applied appropriately. The 
responsibility of doing all that may be placed in the hands of the receiver, however the giver 
needs to hold their ground in the face of those that like to water down the truth. 
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